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HI,

It just struck me two days ago how lucky I am now to be fully vaccinated. The full (and
continually evolving) implications of that landed square in my head with great
pleasure. I’m now safe from any serious Covid-19 kickbacks, and I’m also doing my bit
as a good citizen to curb further spread and illness in others, mainly those
unvaccinated, whether by choice or circumstance. That some are still choosing not to
be vaccinated isn’t a mystery to me, but it does pain and disappoint me; it’s just a sad
re�ection on the times we are living in. With so much garbage information spreading
around, people so distrustful of authority, whether government, media, family or
friends, and so many people thinking they know more than those who spend their
lives working in this area, it’s easy to see how so many can be so deluded. People are
quick to take vitamins and omegas, inject botox into their foreheads, eat, drink and
smoke whatever they like, but getting a life saving vaccine, what’s the issue, especially
since over 3.5 billion have been safely given.

But not so lucky right now are the thousands of �re �ghters in British Columbia (and
elsewhere around North America) and all the people who have had to evacuate their
homes and communities, even died or live in fear because of constant threat
from dangerous wild�res. And of course the intense toxic smoke is spreading far and
wide posing a giant health hazard. I just read the headlines "Hundreds evacuated,
hundreds on alert as �re�ghters in B.C. battle major wild�res" and “B.C.’s wild�re
service battles 77 new �res over weekend, local state of emergency declared.” And
this is just British Columbia.

Wow, what is going on in our country and south of the border (see this for Oregon
alone). I know that forest �res are a regular sustaining feature of forests; this is basic.
But what is happening now isn’t normal, but highly unusual and extremely
destructive. The number and intensity of these �res is growing, in part because of the
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current record setting heat waves (imagine, 49.6C in southern British Columbia). I was
born in a city on the edge of Canada’s boreal forest. This is part of the second largest
forest ecosystem in the world, stretching from Newfoundland to the northern tip of
Yukon Territory, seven provinces and about 11,000 km (6600 miles). It is one of Earth’s
greatest natural treasures and, amongst other things, it protects our planet against
overloading the atmosphere with CO2. For eons this forest has acted as a carbon
sink, absorbing CO2 out of the air. But now, today, due to gross forest mis-
management this wonder of our natural world is now a net contributor of CO2 to the
atmosphere! (as in the �rst story below). Some 30 million acres alone have been clear
cut in the last 30 years.

Our world is going o� kilter, quicker than anyone thought, and now more serious
than anyone imagined. If people can’t see these e�ects of climate crises the world
over, they are not looking, nor watching where they are going. We must look seriously
at the path we and our Earth are on, and get it together. Climate change is upon us,
sitting like an elephant on our chest.

This can’t made more clear than in the stories in today’s Planetary Health Weekly
(#28 of the year). Read on about: 

One of Canada’s biggest carbon sinks is circling the drain, 

The Northwest heat wave is ‘unprecedented’ - here’s what’s pushing it into
uncharted territory, 

U.S. west heatwave: 31 million people brace for record-breaking temperatures, 

June 2021 was the hottest June on record for U.S., 

CORONAVIRUS UPDATES: 
Unvaccinated people are ‘variant factories,’ 

The last – and only – foreign scientist in the Wuhan lab speaks out, 

Strongest evidence yet suggests natural origins for Covid, 

How identifying hotspots of zoonotic disease could prevent another
pandemic, 

Mounting evidence suggests Sputnik Covid vaccine is safe and e�ective, 

Germany �ghts against vaccine fatigue, 

Frontline health care workers aren’t feeling the ‘Summer of Joy,’ 

Vaccine mandates are coming – good, 

Ditching England’s Covid restrictions is a dangerous experiment, 

Prevalence of ongoing symptoms following Covid-19 infection in the
U.K., THEN 

Mobilizing youth for systemic climate action – the lessons I learned from Dr.
Michael E. Mann’s “The New Climate War,’ 

Biden targets big o�shore wind power expansion to �ght climate change, 

What’s with all this ooey, gooey sea snot in Turkey? 

Is some of America’s richest farmland – but what is it without water? 
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W.H.O. says China has eliminated malaria, 

In Ghana an activist forms a coalition against coal and helped block a coal-�red
power plant, 

Enough with the cognitive dissonance – the wild�re that destroyed Lytton, B.C.,
could happen anywhere, 

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce has helped downplay the climate threat, 

NWAC creates an interactive map to chart places where Indigenous women,
girls and gender-diverse people lost the lives to violence, 

Quote on how uncertainty and rapid change lead to having fear, anxiety and
misinformation take over, 

India targets climate activists with the help of big tech media, 

Nine ways we know humans triggered climate change, 

U.N. Secretary-General urges countries to end ‘deadly addiction’ to coal, 

The activists who embrace nuclear power, 

New book: “Bright Green Lies – How the Environmental Movement Lost Its Way
and What We Can Do About It,” 

UNESCO and WHO urge countries to make every school a health-promoting
school, and 

ENDSHOTS of Lakeside Natural Wonders amid latest Covid-19 charts and stats
from Canada and around the world.

Please do keep reading. 

Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher
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White�sh Lake Shoreline
Ontario - July 13, 2021

Canada's Boreal Forest (Credit: Natural Resources Canada)
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One of Canada’s Biggest Carbon Sinks is
Circling the Drain

Canada's continent-spanning forest used to remove massive amounts of CO2 from
the air each year. It was a hugely valuable "carbon sink", slowing the pace of climate
change and bene�ting our logging industry. See below and read much more
at National Observer.
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In the above chart, the upper left dot means that during the 1990s, Canada's
managed forest removed an average of 160 million tonnes of CO2 (MtCO2) per year
from the atmosphere. That added up to 1,600 MtCO2 over the decade. It was a huge
help in the climate �ght — and a huge free service for our logging industry.

The tipping point occurred when the green line plunged past zero and turned red.
That's when the balance for the preceding 10 years �ipped to being a net source of
CO2, instead of a sink.

And that �nal dot, in 2019, means our faltering managed forest released an average
of 24 MtCO2 per year into the atmosphere during the 2010s.

To get a sense of what's coming, here's what National Resources Canada says in the
latest State of Canada's Forests report :

"Scientists predict that increasing temperatures and changes in weather
patterns associated with climate change will drastically a�ect Canada’s
forests in the near future. With the rate of projected climate change expected
to be 10 to 100 times faster than the ability of forests to adapt naturally."

Read much more at National Observer
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US West Heatwave: 31m People Brace
for Record-breaking Temperatures

Credit: The state’s largest urban centers, including Los Angeles, are along the coast, won’t endure the

extreme highs. Photograph: MediaNews Group/Los Angeles Daily News/Getty Images

More than 31 million people across the US west and south-west are bracing for a
brutal heatwave that could bring triple-digit temperatures this weekend, with
authorities warning that records could be broken in many regions of California and
Nevada. O�cials have said that Las Vegas could even surpass its record-high
temperature of 117F (47C).

The “heat risk” is classi�ed as “very high” across much of this area, meaning all
residents there face “very high risk of heat-related illness due to both the long
duration heat, and the lack of overnight relief”, the National Weather Service (NWS)
has said. Read more at the Guardian.

See Also:

At CNN: The Northwest Heat Wave is 'Unprecedented.' Here's What's Pushing it
into Uncharted Territory.

SARS-CoV-2 & COVID-19 UPDATES
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Source: https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/ma...

Globally, while we're so hoping to start seeing the end of
the tunnel, it's still not the case. Cases of Covid-19 are still
ripping through many countries and rates are rising
(thanks to the Delta variant), and many countries still have
scant access to vaccines - so the tunnel continues getting
longer. Over the last week there were about 3.4
million new cases of Covid-19 (up about 2%) and 57,000
new deaths (up 1%, but now totalling over 4 million); and
only 180 million people received a vaccine (down about
36%).
(See ENDSHOTS at the end of this newsletter for various
COVID-19 charts and stats from Canada and around the
world.)

"It is the plague in seemingly all sincerity." Bob Woodward

Unvaccinated people are 'variant
factories,' infectious diseases expert

says
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Credit: Reuters

Unvaccinated people do more than merely risk their own health. They're also a risk to
everyone if they become infected with coronavirus, infectious disease specialists say.

That's because the only source of new coronavirus variants is the body of an infected
person. "Unvaccinated people are potential variant factories," Dr. William Scha�ner, a
professor in the Division of Infectious Diseases at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville, told CNN. "The more unvaccinated people there are, the more
opportunities for the virus to multiply," Scha�ner said. "When it does, it mutates, and
it could throw o� a variant mutation that is even more serious down the road."

All viruses mutate, and while the coronavirus is not particularly mutation-prone, it
does change and evolve. Most of the changes mean nothing to the virus, and some
can weaken it. But sometimes, a virus develops a random mutation that gives it an
advantage -- better transmissibility, for instance, or more e�cient replication, or an
ability to infect a great diversity of hosts. Viruses with an advantage will outcompete
other viruses, and will eventually make up the majority of virus particles infecting
someone. If that infected person passes the virus to someone else, they'll be passing
along the mutant version. If a mutant version is successful enough, it becomes a
variant. But it has to replicate to do that. An unvaccinated person provides that
opportunity. Read more at CNN.

READ MORE COVID-19 STORIES:
At CNN: Unexpected Detection of SAUnvaccinated People are 'Variant
Factories,' Infectious Diseases Expert Says

At Bloomberg: The Last—And Only—Foreign Scientist in the Wuhan Lab Speaks
Out
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At Telegraph: Strongest Evidence Yet Suggests Natural Origins for Covid, Say
Scientists

At Reuters: How Identifying Hotspots of Zoonotic Disease Could Prevent
Another Pandemic

At Nature: Mounting Evidence Suggests Sputnik COVID Vaccine is Safe and
E�ective

At DW: Germany's Fight Against Vaccine Fatigue

At NY Times: Frontline Health Care Workers Aren’t Feeling the ‘Summer of Joy’

At NY Times: Vaccine Mandates Are Coming. Good

At The Guardian: Ditching England’s Covid restrictions is a dangerous
experiment

At Gov.UK: Prevalence of ongoing symptoms following coronavirus (COVID-19)
infection in the UK: 1 July 2021

 

Mobilizing Youth for Systemic Climate
Action - The lessons I learned from Dr.
Michael E. Mann’s “The New Climate

War”

Credit: The Conversation
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As I read Dr. Michael E. Mann’s new book, The New Climate War, I was astounded by
his accounts of climate denialism theories, political opposition to reasonable market-
based climate solutions, and organized attacks of hypocrisy towards prominent
climate scientists and spokespeople. As a 17-year-old environmental activist, this was
an eye-opening encounter to the polarization that has been manifesting between
fossil fuel and corporate advocates and progressives for much longer than I have
been alive.

While Mann’s perspective is rooted in the American political battles, the climate wars
are not lost on us in Canada. The recent decision by the Supreme Court of Canada
deeming carbon pricing as constitutional was controversial among political
opponents. But as Mann explains, “There is nothing intrinsically divisive or partisan
about [carbon pricing] … market mechanisms for dealing with pollution actually have
their origins in the Republican Party.”  Read more at Climate Hub.

Biden Targets Big O�shore Wind Power
Expansion to Fight Climate Change

 Credit: Reuters/Shannon Stapleton

The plan is part of President Joe Biden’s broader e�ort to eliminate U.S. greenhouse
gas emissions to �ght climate change. The blueprint for o�shore wind power
generation comes after the Biden administration’s suspension of new oil and gas
leasing auctions on federal lands and waters, widely seen as a �rst step to ful�lling
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the president’s campaign promise of a permanent ban on new federal drilling to
counter global warming.

The United States, with just two small o�shore wind facilities, has lagged European
nations in developing the renewable energy technology. The administration of Biden’s
predecessor Donald Trump had vowed to launch o�shore wind as a promising new
domestic industry but failed to permit any projects. Read more at Reuters.

See Also at Whitehouse.Gov:  FACT SHEET: Biden Administration Jumpstarts
O�shore Wind Energy Projects to Create Jobs

What's With All This Ooey, Gooey Sea
Snot (in Turkey)?

             Credit: ENES YILDIRIM/GETTY IMAGES

THIS STORY ORIGINALLY appeared on Atlas Obscura and is part of the Climate Desk
collaboration.

For months the waters around Istanbul, Turkey, have been coated with a gloopy �lm.
Sometimes creamy, sometimes khaki, it can appear slightly dreamy or superlatively
gross, depending on the vantage. From overhead, it’s almost romantic, like clouds
glimpsed from space, white squiggles marbling Earth’s blue. Up close, the stu� is
much more phlegmy. The shore-hugging substance is sometimes known as “sea
snot,” and it’s easy to see why. It looks like the marine equivalent of a big, wet sneeze.
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Sea snot is more scienti�cally known as “marine mucilage,” and it’s an ecosystem of
its own. In a 2009 paper in the journal PLOS One, a team of scientists led by Roberto
Danovaro, a marine biologist at Italy’s Polytechnic University of Marche, described it
as a “gelatinous” stage of marine snow, the jumble of organic material—such as feces
and fragments of dead plants and animals—that drifts from the surface to the ocean
�oor.

The snot is produced by a bunch of microorganisms, one Turkish research team
explained in a UNESCO bulletin called Harmful Algae News, especially microalgae
known as diatoms. These petite algae are known to exude polysaccharides, sugary
carbohydrates that can get quite sticky. Sampling sea snot that clotted several
locations in the Sea of Marmara in 2007 and 2008, the researchers also identi�ed
species of dino�agellates and more. Read more at Wired.

It’s Some of America’s Richest
Farmland. But What Is It Without

Water?

A farm in San Joaquin County, California. Credit: Mike Kai Chen - The New York Times

A California farmer decides it makes better business sense to sell his water than to
grow rice. An almond farmer considers uprooting his trees to put up solar panels.

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5MzkzMyZkPW03djBzNG8=.QQGGaOVSWlvO6CDPqLzdV0pJBfsFsacKQFKKukzJHgs
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Drought is transforming the state, with broad consequences for the food supply. 

In America’s fruit and nut basket, in and around Ordbend, California, water is now the
most precious crop of all. It explains why, amid a historic drought parching much of
the American West, a grower of premium sushi rice has concluded that it makes
better business sense to sell the water he would have used to grow rice than to
actually grow rice. Or why a melon farmer has left a third of his �elds fallow. Or why a
large landholder farther south is thinking of planting a solar array on his �elds rather
than the thirsty almonds that delivered steady pro�t for years. Read more at NY
Times.

GOOD NEWS

It’s O�cial: China Has Eliminated
Malaria

A lab worker holds up blood smears that will be examined for malaria parasites under a microscope at the

Yunnan Institute for Parasitic Diseases in April 2019.  Credit: World Health Organization - C. McNAb

The World Health Organization (WHO) today is certifying China as free of malaria,
after a decadeslong e�ort drove an estimated annual toll of 30 million cases in the
1940s, including 300,000 deaths, to zero in 2017. Along the way, China developed new
surveillance techniques, medicines, and technologies to break the cycle of
transmission between the Anopheles mosquitoes that spread malaria parasites and
humans.

Antimalaria e�orts started in the 1950s with programs to distribute antimalarial
medicines to people at risk, reduce mosquito breeding grounds, and spray
insecticides. China launched a program to identify new malaria drugs in the late
1960s. As part of that e�ort, pharmaceutical chemist Tu Youyou screened traditional

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5Mzk3NSZkPWI0YTNhM2w=.2dC4Lt9RVHb25LJkJoMhlMAVMzu13dbbDvipYKhHQ38
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Chinese medicine concoctions for compounds active against malaria, eventually
isolating artemisinin from sweet wormwood (Artemisia annua). Artemisinin became
the key compound in the front-line drugs now used against malaria and won Tu a
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2015. China was also among the countries
pioneering the use of insecticide-treated nets in the 1980s.

Annual case numbers dropped over the years, reaching roughly 5000 annually in the
late 1990s. In 2012, the country initiated a push to eliminate malaria with a “1-3-7”
strategy, allowing local health facilities 1 day to report a malaria diagnosis, 3 days to
investigate the case, and 7 days to implement countermeasures. In recent years,
Chinese scientists have developed genetics-based approaches to track drug
resistance and to distinguish indigenous cases from imported ones.

. Read more at AAAS - Science 

MORE GOOD NEWS

In Ghana, an Activist Forms a Coalition
Against Coal – How Goldman

Environmental Prize Recipient Chibeze
Ezekiel Helped Block a Coal-�red Power

Plant

Credit: SIERRACLUB
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To �ght the establishment, sometimes a stealth attack is in order. Chibeze Ezekiel, an
environmentalist in Accra, the capital of Ghana, deployed what he calls a “submarine
approach” to thwart plans for a massive coal-�red plant. On Monday, he was awarded
the prestigious Goldman Environmental Prize for his e�orts.

“We did not come out publicly to make any noise,” says Ezekiel, 41. “We understood
that we are dealing with government, which has the resources and the machinery…
Thirty or 40 people cannot push government that much. But if you build the people’s
power in the community and also build some alliances with the bigger NGOs, then
you have a stronger force.”

In 2013, the Ghanaian government announced plans for a coal-�red power plant and
port in Aboano, a coastal town in the Ekum� district, powered by coal shipped from
South Africa. The high-pro�le project was touted by the government as a solution to
the country’s acute energy crisis. Nearly half of Ghana’s electricity is produced by
hydropower, which has been impacted by climate-change-related droughts, and its
supply of natural gas has been very unreliable.

By 2015, power outages had become so frequent that businesses were collapsing and
Ghanaian celebrities had made #DumsorMustStop, referencing the slang term for the
outages, into a social media cause. Read more at Sierra Club.

OPINION

Enough with the Cognitive Dissonance.
The Wild�re that Destroyed Lytton,

B.C., Could Happen Anywhere

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5Mzk5NiZkPWQ5cTFwOXQ=.qV75qy_sQivrElXOKTVXBfpqOUKIo_VUOnll6FC3ayQ
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An RCMP vehicle drives past the remains of vehicles and structures in Lytton on
Friday, July 9, 2021, after a wild�re destroyed most of the village on June

30. Credit: Darrryl Dyck, The Canadian Press

John Vaillant, writing below, is the author of the The Golden Spruce and The Tiger. His
forthcoming book, Fire Weather, is about 21st-century wild�re.

On June 29, Lytton, B.C. – a hamlet of 300 people, 150 kilometres northeast of
Vancouver – set the all-time heat record for Canada, at 49.6 C. The following day, it
burned to the ground in less time than it took to write this op-ed. Two fatalities have
been reported thus far; it is heartbreaking and terrifying. Lives, homes and histories
have been lost, once again; across the North American West, this has been happening
with ever greater frequency and intensity.

It’s a tragedy for the victims – and it’s an urgent warning for the rest of us.

Most cities and towns in Canada are far more vulnerable to �re than we want to
admit. Glenn McGillivray, managing director at the Institute for Catastrophic Loss
Reduction in Toronto, has been saying this for years. “There are so many of these
little towns that are exposed,” he told me. “Too many to list.”. Read more at the Globe
and Mail.

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce Has

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDAxNyZkPWY3ZTBkNWc=.BcVCSFNci05VA_X39ta4HroNBsfM0q8C-kZI1vmbIm0
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Helped Downplay the Climate Threat

                                                                                                                                                               Credit: Bill Clark/CQ Roll Call

For 20 years, the United States Chamber of Commerce has played a central role in
national and global campaigns to thwart ambitious legislative e�orts to curb the
world’s rising carbon emissions and downplay the threat of climate change, according
to a new report that analyzed dozens of documents issued by the nation’s biggest
business association.

The report, published Tuesday by Brown University’s Climate and Development Lab,
adds to a growing body of work that has revealed how the fossil fuel industry, and
other organizations tied to its business interests, have spent decades mounting
sophisticated messaging campaigns that have aimed to quell public concern over
climate change and protect the bottom line of some of the world’s biggest
corporations. Read more at Inside Climate News.

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

NWAC Creates Interactive Map to Chart
Places Where Indigenous Women, Girls
and Gender-Diverse People Lost Their

Lives to Violence
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    Thousands turned out for the Women's Memorial March in 2020 to honour the memory of all

women from the Downtown Eastside who have died due to physical, mental, emotional and spiritual

violence. (Credit: Maggie MacPherson/CBC)

The Native Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC) announces the creation of a
ground-breaking, online, interactive map to show where Indigenous women, girls and
gender-diverse people have died at the hands of killers or where they were last seen
if they are missing. Called 'Safe Passage,' the mapping project casts a spotlight on
missing and murdered Indigenous women, girls and gender-diverse people. It also
provides resources and educational tools designed to inspire transformational
change.

The cross-country map highlights the enormity of these crimes, which the National
Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls has called a
genocide. The map can be used to identify patterns of violence and, potentially, the
work of serial killers. It can also help alert Indigenous women to areas that may be
particularly dangerous.

“We need to know where these crimes are happening so that we can do more to
protect ourselves,” says Lynne Groulx, NWAC’s CEO. “The magnitude of this genocide
cannot possibly be appreciated if large numbers of its victims remain invisible. If the
federal government were to take the Inquiry’s Calls for Justice seriously, we would
already have this information. But it doesn’t–and a full picture of our missing and
murdered daughters, mothers, sisters, and aunties is inexcusably incomplete.” Read
more at Nation Talks.

Quote Of The Week
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CBC Radio producer Lisa Bryn Rundle hosts Season 6 of Uncover: Satanic Panic,
which explores why rumours of Satanic cults spread so widely across North

America in the '80s and '90s. (Credit: Evan Aagaard/CBC Podcasts)

We're living through a time of huge uncertainty ... environmental
devastation, life-threatening viruses spreading across the globe. The daily
news can feel a bit like dispatches from the apocalypse.

“It's during times of uncertainty and rapid change that
we're most vulnerable to having fear, anxiety and
misinformation take over on a large scale.”  Lisa Bryn
Rundle, host and producer of Uncover: Satanic Panic

Upcoming Events

September 16-18, 2021: North American Refugee Health
Conference (NARHC) (Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto).
This year's conference will be o�ered completely online.

September 27 - October 1, 2021: 12th European Congress On
Tropical Medicine And International Health: Global Challenges In
Health, Migration And Equity
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Sept. 29 – Oct. 1, 2021: Net Zero Festival by Business Green
(London and Online)

October 6-8, 2021: Public Health 2021: Annual conference of the
CPHA

November 1-12, 2021: 2020/2021 UN Climate Change Conference
UNFCCC COP26 - Postponed in 2020 and now to be held
November, 2021 (Glasgow, Scotland).

November 11, 2021: Evidenced Based Research Being Carried Out
in Low and Middle Income Countries ADAPT will host their second
online conference by Physios in Global Health.

April 1-3, 2022: CUGH 2022 Global Health Conference-
Hybrid: Healthy People, Healthy Planet, Social Justice, Los Angeles,
California, April 1-3, 2022,
Virtual Satellite Sessions: March 21-25, 2022; In-person Satellite
Sessions: March 31, 2022

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA

India Targets Climate Activists
With the Help of Big Tech

(Media)
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                                                                                                               Climate activist Disha
Ravi is granted bail during a hearing at Patiala House Court in New Delhi on Feb. 23,
2021. (Credit: Sanjeev Verma/Hindustan Times via Getty Images)

Cameras that camped outside Delhi’s sprawling Tihar jail was the sort of media frenzy
you would expect to await a prime minister caught in an embezzlement scandal, or
perhaps a Bollywood star caught in the wrong bed. Instead, the cameras were waiting
for Disha Ravi, a nature-loving 22-year-old vegan climate activist who against all odds
has found herself ensnared in an Orwellian legal saga that includes accusations of
sedition, incitement, and involvement in an international conspiracy whose elements
include (but are not limited to): Indian farmers in revolt, the global pop star Rihanna,
supposed plots against yoga and chai, Sikh separatism and Greta Thunberg. If you
think that sounds far-fetched, well, so did the judge who released Ravi after nine days
in jail under police interrogation. Judge Dharmender Rana was supposed to rule on
whether Ravi, one of the founders of the Indian chapter of Fridays For Future, the
youth climate group started by Thunberg, should continue to be denied bail. He ruled
that there was no reason for bail to be denied, which cleared the way for Ravi’s return
to her home in Bengaluru (also known as Bangalore) that night.

Read more at The Intercept
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FYI #2

9 Ways We Know Humans Triggered
Climate Change

                                                                                                                             Credit: EDF

Most people recognize climate change, but some are still unsure about its causes.
Tens of thousands of scientists in more than a hundred nations have amassed an
overwhelming amount of evidence pointing to a clear conclusion: Humans are the
main cause. We're the ones who burn fossil fuels, produce livestock and clear trees,
increasing the amount of heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere.
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It's like the smoking-cancer link

No one questions the link between smoking and cancer, because the science was
settled in the 1960s after more than 50 years of research. We can think of the state of
human activities and climate change as no di�erent than smoking and cancer.

So what's the evidence?

The research falls into nine independently studied, but physically related, lines of
evidence:

1. Simple chemistry – When we burn carbon-based materials, carbon dioxide
(CO2) is emitted (research beginning in the 1900s).

2. Basic accounting of what we burn, and therefore how much CO2 we emit
(data collection beginning in the 1970s).

3. Measuring CO2 and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and trapped in
ice to �nd they are increasing, with levels higher than anything we've seen in
nearly a million years (measurements beginning in the 1950s).

4. Chemical analysis of the atmospheric CO2 that reveals the increase is coming
from burning fossil fuels (research beginning in the 1950s).

5. Basic physics that shows us that CO2 absorbs heat (research beginning in the
1820s).

6. Monitoring climate conditions to �nd that the air, sea and land is warming, as
we would expect with rising greenhouse gas emissions; as a response, ice is
melting and sea level is rising (research beginning in the 1930s).

7. Ruling out natural factors that can in�uence climate like the sun and ocean
cycles (research beginning in the 1830s).

8. Employing computer models to run experiments of natural versus human-
in�uenced simulations of Earth (research beginning in the 1960s).

9. Consensus among scientists who consider all previous lines of evidence and
make their own conclusions (polling beginning in the 1990s).

Read more at Environmental Defense Fund (EDF)

FYI #3

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDA5OCZkPWUybjVyMHI=.XMjglODrUn9pwHaaY9-r97lJWEx2HMxnfR4mCs1AC0k
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Secretary-General Urges Countries to
End ‘Deadly Addiction’ to Coal

Credit: Unsplash/Les CorpographesA woman cycles past wind turbines on a country road in

Heijningen, The Netherlands.

Addressing members of the Powering Past Coal Alliance, the UN Chief stressed that
keeping temperature rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels is
achievable over this decade.

“Once upon a time, coal brought cheap electricity to entire regions and vital jobs to
communities. Those days are gone”, he said in a video message. “Phasing out coal
from the electricity sector is the single most important step to get in line with the 1.5
degree goal.”

Ending a ‘deadly addiction’

Mr. Guterres underlined action in three areas to end what he called “the deadly
addiction to coal.” He called for countries to cancel all coal projects in the pipeline,
particularly the 37 members of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) who are urged to do so by 2030.

The UN chief also appealed for ending international �nancing for coal and providing
greater support to developing countries transitioning to renewable energy.  “I also ask
all multilateral and public banks — as well as investors in commercial banks or
pension funds — to shift their investments now in the new economy of renewable
energy”, he added.

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDI1MSZkPXY3ZjFnN3I=.dnBYQATW0dGWPBp1Ecpcaz5mohmDhgQc0l19pddlHnk
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDI1NCZkPWYxejl0N2k=.bry48ZcANvMl-LktfvqgDBzvvBV3S2vs8lSVR_BQpqs
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Read More at U.N.

FYI #4

The Activists Who Embrace Nuclear
Power

Credit: Illustration by Clément Thoby; Source photograph by David Paul Morris / Bloomberg / Getty

In 2004, Heather Ho� was working at a clothing store and living with her husband in
San Luis Obispo, a small, laid-back city in the Central Coast region of California. A few
years earlier, she had earned a B.S. in materials engineering from the nearby
California Polytechnic State University. But she’d so far found work only in a series of
eclectic entry-level positions—shovelling grapes at a winery, assembling rectal
thermometers for cows. She was twenty-four years old and eager to start a career.

One of the county’s major employers was the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, situated on
the coastline outside the city. Jobs there were stable and well-paying. But Diablo
Canyon is a nuclear facility—it consists of two reactors, each contained inside a giant
concrete dome—and Ho�, like many people, was suspicious of nuclear power. 

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDI2MCZkPW03djVuMWI=.exZGZk4vAcn4kMOjmz-Y7S1pKdQQGwkMhq5on3WgHjs
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDI2MyZkPWY1djh5M2o=.Mn_6Q3OLLK-paC_m61GvVRPBQ_DpVEUlVQJtYBZu1m8
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Read More at New Yorker

FYI #5: JULY READING - NEW BOOK

"BRIGHT GREEN LIES - HOW THE
ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT

LOST ITS WAY AND WHAT WE CAN
DO ABOUT IT" by DERRICK JENSEN,

LIERRE KEITH & MAX WILBERT

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDI3NSZkPXY2bjB2Mm4=._TCOynht9HdGRq5Kk5_KUkb4xC-AoItX-3a6RymW_nw
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Credit: Book Cover

A critical look at the modern environmental movement and the promises of green,
renewable technology.

All technologies come laden with costs that are never factored in, including damage
to the environment in producing the workings of machines and commodities. “No
technology is neutral,” write the authors. From that inarguable �rst tenet, they go on
the attack. Even so-called environmentalists, they argue, are human-centered, and
building things such as solar energy cells and wind towers are ine�ective stopgaps
meant to maintain wealthy lifestyles with minimum inconvenience. The real object of
saving the world should be…saving the world—the spotted owls, the �sh, the “last
scrap of forest,” etc. As long as the emphasis is on humankind and trying to salvage
what remains of civilization, the environmental movement will be thwarted in its
stated task of healing the planet of the wounds industrial civilization has in�icted.
Many of the authors’ points are cogent and well taken: Renewable energy sources
have yet to do much to power the world, and producing solar cells and wind towers
requires numerous rare metals—lithium, cerium, neodymium, yttrium, and the like—
that are environmentally destructive to secure and do not easily lend themselves to
recycling. The authors dismiss the longing of futurists and engineers for “technologies
that haven’t been invented yet”—though by other accounts, there is hope that such
things as capturing the energy from tidal �ows and deep-sea thermal vents may bear
sustainable fruit.

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDI3OCZkPWc1ZzN6M3A=.Tg5FQ9HThnOtluKWNOQffWObsFur7qcMtPO7vYYhDyg
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Read More on Kirkus Reviews

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

UNESCO and WHO Urge Countries to
Make Every School a Health-

promoting School

                                                       Credit: WHO

UNESCO and the World Health Organization launched the Global Standards for
Health-promoting Schools, a resource package for schools to improve the health and
well-being of 1.9 billion school-aged children and adolescents. The closure of many
schools around the world during the COVID-19 pandemic has caused severe
disruptions to education. An estimated 365 million primary school students went
without school meals and signi�cantly increased rates of stress, anxiety and other
mental health issues.

“Schools play a vital role in the well-being of students, families and their communities,
and the link between education and health has never been more evident,” said Dr
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-General. “These newly launched global
standards are designed to create schools that nurture education and health, and that
equip students with the knowledge and skills for their future health and well-being,
employability and life prospects.”

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDI4NyZkPXg2ejNwM2w=.rCy0jYRfOUsd2kVNOpr95ctxGM2ZnQkmHPqtM2b0q2g
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNzMwNzY1NzAzMDU0NjI4MDUyJmM9bTdkNCZiPTY1ODM5NDI5MCZkPW85dTB6NGQ=.p5vPI1lLjJG2xxyMYoyfn_McckofJY43ie4RG03QBgY
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Based on a set of eight global standards, the resource package aims to ensure all
schools promote life skills, cognitive and socioemotional skills and healthy lifestyles
for all learners. These global standards will be piloted in Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia,
Kenya and Paraguay. The initiative contributes to WHO's 13th General Program of
Work target of ‘1 billion lives made healthier’ by 2023 and the global Education 2030
Agenda coordinated by UNESCO. 

“Education and health are interdependent basic human rights for all, at the core of
any human right, and essential to social and economic development,” said UNESCO
Director General, Audrey Azouley. “A school that is not health-promoting is no longer
justi�able and acceptable. I call for all of us to a�rm our commitment and role, to
make every school a health-promoting school”.

Read More at W.H.O.

ENDSHOTS

LAKESIDE NATURAL WONDERS
WHITEFISH LAKE, ONTARIO

JULY 14, 2021

Amid Latest World and Canadian COVID-19 Stats & Charts
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Source above: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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COVID-19 CASES, DEATHS & VACCINATIONS (July 15, 2021) as follows.
Source:https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mapping-

spread-new-coronavirus/?itid=sf_coronavirus
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Global Vaccination Rates
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One week before the Olympics begin, Japan is in 68th
place globally for vaccinations,

Canada continues in 12th place globally for
vaccinations
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Source of Canadian Data Below (July 14, 2021):
https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/coronavirustracker/
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Source of World Covid-19 Data Below (July 15, 2021):
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/world/covid-cases.html
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Source of Canadian Data Below (July 15, 2021):
https://www.macleans.ca/society/health/covid-19-in-canada-how-our-

battle-against-the-second-wave-is-going/
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Photo Credits: David Zakus
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